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ABSTRACT 

Image has become increasingly important in society causing individuals and 

organi zations to consider the long-term effect and possible consequences of the choices 

they make. The media seek to radically influence the decisions made by both individuals 

and organizations. When a crisis situation arises, an organization's response can help the 

organi zation overcome the crisis or lead to the organization's demise. Benoit (1997) 

proposed the theory of image restoration discourse, which can be used to analyze 

numerous crisis situations. While much research surrounding crisis communication 

addresses what to do before and after a crisis, the focus of image restoration discourse is 

message options and what an organization can say when it is faced with a crisis. 

Firestone and Ford have been criticized heavily for their handling of the tire recall. This 

study illustrates the importance of carefully planning a response and the strategies used 

during a crisis. 
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CHAPTER I 

OVERVIEW OF THEORETICAL APPROACH 

The media play an important rol · Jd d · · · e m our wor to ay and impact the dec1s1ons 

both indiv iduals and organi zations make. Image has become increasingly important in 

our society caus ing individuals and organizations to consider the long-term effect and 

possible consequences of the choices they make. When an organization is faced with a 

cri sis, the steps it takes either help the organization to succeed or cause it to fail. Crises 

threaten to destroy even the most powerful companies, and no organization is immune 

from harm. 

Tortorella (1989, p. 42) wrote, "There is no si ngle way to solve a crisis, no bullet

proof plan which will always work, no iron-clad media relations approach that will fix 

the crisis overnight. Each crisis bears its own marking and its own unique solutions; 

indeed if it had a 'precedent' it wouldn ' t be a crisis. The only rule of crisis 

communication is that there are no rules." 

To11orella ( I 989) believes most crises have the same characteristics, and these 

characteristics can be used to analyze crisis situations. Surprise, either at the actual event 

or its timina is the first characteristic. Communication is important because no one 
t:,, 

knows exactly what happened or which steps to take to solve the problem. Rumors will 

Th . t1·on has the chance to take control of the situation by getting a run rampant. e orgamza 

h bl" Simply showing concern early in spokesperson to face the media and address t e pu JC. 

. the intense scrutiny from the outside. 
the crisis can prove to be the key to managing 
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According to Tortorella ( 1989), the media are the least controllable 

communication channel during a crisis An organizati·on' s k b bl · spo esperson must e a e to 

answer three basic questions. What happened? Why? What ar · t d b t • . e you going o o a ou 

it? Each press release and press conference should begin with a review of the 

organi zation's answers to these questions. A delay in responding to these questions will 

be seen as a sign of confusion, deception, incompetence, or unconcern (Tortorella, 1989). 

Keith Price, group account director at BPS Teleperformance, says the key to effective 

crisis management is information. "If there's no information, then the public starts 

making up their own minds and the thing becomes media-led" (Miller, 1999, p. 33). 

One of the most important decisions an organization will make during a crisis is 

the selection of a spokesperson. Throughout the crisis, the spokesperson must speak with 

authority from management. An organization also must communicate with its key 

publics. The media will seek to blame someone for the crisis. An organization does not 

want to be blamed, but it must take responsibility for a crisis if it is at fault. 

Management's job is to define the problem, state objectives, and quickly implement 

tac tics to solve the problem (Tortorella, 1989). 

Benoit (1997) built upon the research of Tortorella and proposed the theory of 

. b d t analyze the Firestone tire recall. image restoration discourse, which can e use o 

. · d · course is a practical method for Benoit argues that his theory of image restoration is 

. . • The focus of the theory of image 
organi zations to use when faced with a cnsis. 

What should an organization say when it is 
restoration di scourse is message options. 
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faced with a cri sis? Benoit break imao · · . 
i:,e restoration discourse mto five strategies to be 

used by organizations when responding to a crisis. 

The firS t strategy is denial, which has two attributes. An organization may utilize 

simple denial and deny the crisis occurred, that the organization committed the act, or 

that it was dangerous to anyone. Another type of denial is shifting the blame and arguing 

that someone else is responsible for the crisis (Benoit, 1997). 

Evasion of responsibility, the second strategy of image restoration discourse, has 

four attributes. An organization can say it acted in response to someone else, and the 

resulting behavior was a reasonable reaction . Defeasibility is another way of avoiding 

responsibility. The organization can claim it had a lack of information about or control 

over the crisis. A third choice is to say the crisis was an accident and an unfortunate 

occurrence. An organization will be held less accountable for the crisis if it can convince 

people that the crisis happened accidentally. The final option is to claim the organization 

had good intentions (Benoit, 1997). 

Reducino offensiveness is the third strategy of image restoration discourse. This 
b 

strategy has six attributes. First, an organization can use bolstering to improve its image 

· · d. th · · Second an or0 anization can attempt and remove negative feelings surroun mg e cns1s. , b 

to minimize the negative feelings surrounding the crisis. Next, an organization can 

· · · d t other crises to show how they were utilize differentiation where the cnSIS 1s compare 0 

I . the crisis in a more favorable context, is another 
more offensive. Transcendence, pacing 

Fl.fth, an ori:,oanization charged with wrong-doing can 
way of reducing offensiveness. 

. d e their credibility. The last way to reduce 
attack its accusers and attempt to re uc 



offensiveness is compensation or reimbursing the victim. Benoit said thi s should 

improve the orga ni zation 's image if it is acceptable to the victims (Benoit, 1997). 
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The fourth strategy of image restoration is corrective action. This occurs when an 

organi zation pledges to fix the problem. The final strategy of image restoration is 

confe sion, asking for forgiveness, and apologizing. Burke (1970 as cited by Benoit 

1997) calls thi s mortification . 

As a result of thi s research, Benoit suggested methods for making use of these 

strategies , and these can be arranged in three categories: preparation before the crisis, 

identification of the nature of the crisis, and suggestions for coping with crises. Planning 

for a crisis before it occurs may lower response time and even prevent mistakes in an 

oroanization's initial response. Potential crises should be identified, and preparations for 
0 

these should be made (Benoit, 1997). 



CHAPTER II 

APPLICATION OF THEORETICAL APPROACH 

When a crisis happens, it is essential to understand the crisis itself and the 

audience. What are the allegations or suspicions? These t b d d f • mus e un erstoo or an 

organization to respond properly. It also is important to identify the key publics and 

adapt messages to these key publics (Benoit, 1997). When organizations think their 

image has been damaged, Benoit ( 1995a) said they offer "explanations, defenses, 

justifications, rationalizations, apologies, or excuses" for their behavior (p. 2) . 

An organization's actions and reactions to a crisis can cause the organization to 

either recover quickly without much damage to its image or to suffer long-term 

consequences. Battey (2000) says it is vital for an organization to communicate early and 

often after a crisis has occurred. Bill Patterson, president of Reputation Management 

Associates in Columbus, Ohio, says the Internet should play a key role in an 

organization's crisis management plan. "In a crisis situation, companies need to post 

information on their Web site as quickly as possible because the Web is increasingly 

becoming the first place that consumers, investors, and even the media tum to get 

information in turbulent times" (Battey, 2000, p. 48). Ron Quagliara, CTO and senior 

vice president of research and development of Emu lex said, 

. t 'th years of mundane activity. If 
You prepare for the ten minutes of excitemen wi 

h to be prepared for any errant turns 
you're going into any sort of battle, you ave 

h to consider the alternatives and have 
the situation may take. That means you ave 
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pl ans in place. Then, if somethino bad d h 
0 oes appen, you won't have to spend 

time thinking what should be done. (Battey, 2000, p. 
48

) 

Benoit and Brinson (1994) used Benoit's theory f · · · 
o image restoration discourse to 

analyze AT&T' s long distance service interruption in New York September, 1
7
, l 99 I. 

The interruption "blocked more than five million calls into and out of New York" 

(A ndrews, 1991, as cited by Benoit & Brinson, 1994, p. 75) and "caused all air service in 

and out of the New York Metropolitan area to be halted for several hours, stranding tens 

of thousands of passengers" (Cushman, 1991, as cited by Benoit & Brinson, 1994, p. 75). 

AT&T' s rival , Sprint, placed an advertisement in the New York Times claiming that 

AT&T spends millions of dollars advertising dependability instead of delivering 

dependable service. 

The power for AT&T' s long distance switching plant in New York City comes 

from its own generators. On September 17, 1991 , a rectifier broke down causing the 

switching plant to switch over to battery power. The batteries supplied enough power to 

. . k f · h rs Alarms were made to signal allow the Iono distance service to wor or six ou · e, 

. d b t th )arms continued unnoticed for employees that the power was mterrupte , u ese a 

d there was not enouoh time to repair the nearly six hours. Once the problem was detecte , 0 

. . t d (Schwartz 1991 & McCarroll, 1991, rectifier before long distance service was disrup e ' 

as cited by Benoit & Brinson, 1994). 

The disruption was of great mag 
.t ot only blocked more than five nitude because i n 

. 1 t New York City's three 
million calls in New York City, but it also stopped airp anes a 

major airports and stranded passengers. 
d. pted in Boston, Flights also were isru 
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Philadelphia, Washington , and most other North · 
eastern airports because the control 

center in New York was unable to communicate ·th th h • w1 e ot er control centers (Heves1, 

199 1, as cited by Benoit & Brinson 1994) Benoit and B · d h · , · nnson argue t e service 

interruption was "more than simple inconvenience: it was potentially disastrous" (p. 78). 

Andrews (1991 as cited by Benoit & Brinson, 1994, p. 75) explained, "The 

mishap is a big embarrassment for the American Telephone and Telegraph Company that 

is sure to tarnish its reputation for reliability and up-to-date technology." The crisis 

significantly affected AT&T' s reputation. Benoit and Brinson (1994) named five factors 

that amplified the damage to the company's image. The first factor was AT&T's 

adverti sing campaign. AT&T stressed dependability in its advertisements. "My 

expectations are high- I lose patience with things I can't count on. That's why I like 

AT&T. I never have to worry" (Time, 1991 , as cited by Benoit & Brinson, 1994, p. 79). 

AT&T' s image was further damaged because this was not the only time its 

service had been interrupted. AT&T could not claim this to be an isolated incident 

because it was the third time in less than two years that service had been interrupted. 

Third, AT&T' s rivals quickly took advantage of the situation and described how AT&T 

customers could use their long distance services (Benoit & Brinson, 1994). A U.S . Sprint 

ad claimed, "Last year AT&T spent half a billion dollars advertising reliability. We spent 

T. 1991 September 23 as cited by Benoit & 
that much delivering it" (New York 1mes, , ' 

AT&T
's 1·mage also was damaged as a result of governmental 

Brinson, 1994, p. 79). 

. . h media coveraae given to the crisis. 
rnves tigation into the situat10n and the thoroug 0 
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Because of thi s coverage, even people not aff . 
ected by the interruption learned about it 

(Benoit & Brinson, 1994). 

Benoit and Brinson (1994) said AT&T' . . 
s response to the s1tuat10n consisted of 

three stages. From the beginning, AT&T officials shifted the blame to lower-level union 

workers at the power plant. These workers were blamed for violating company 

procedures and failing to properly inspect the equipment Th c · · . e ommumcat1on Workers 

of America union denied these claims. Robert Swanson, secretary treasurer of the CW A 

local 1150 in New York, said, "The company [AT&T] is blaming people who weren't 

even there. They were at a class to learn about a new computerized alarm system" 

(Andrews, 1991, as cited by Benoit & Brinson, 1994, p. 81). 

Benoit and Brinson (1994) labeled AT&T's next stage as mere confusion. While 

AT&T admitted these employees were attending class, the company also claimed that 

some of the alarms were not functioning properly. Benoit and Brinson said these 

inconsistencies served only to cause more doubt to arise about AT&T's role in the 

situation. AT&T officials ultimately admitted that AT&T technicians were not 

responsible and that management could have avoided the problem if appropriate steps 

had been followed. Robert E. Allen, chair of AT&T also wrote a letter to all AT&T 

. h d d a poorJ·ob of handlin° the employees in which he admitted the company a one 0 

situation. 

. (1994) the final stage was apology. Allen 
According to Benoit and Bnnson , 

23 1991 issues of the New York Times, 
published a letter of apology in the September ' ' 

p t Benoit and Brinson analyzed the 
the Wall Street Journal, and the Washington os · 
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letter, which they say includes three imaoe resto t' . . . 
0 ra ion strategies: mortification, corrective 

ac tion, and bolstering. 

Allen began the letter by acceptino full resp ·b·i· f . . . . 
o ons1 1 1ty or the d1srupt1on 111 service 

and apologizing to everyone affected by the disruption Th d • 
• e secon strategy, taking steps 

to correct the problem, was a key theme throuohout the letter All ·d h f h 
o . en sa1 t e cause o t e 

problem had been identified, and he admitted that AT&T management could have 

prevented the incident if proper procedures had been followed. "We have already taken 

correcti ve and preventive action at the affected facility" (as cited by Benoit & Brinson, 

1994, p. 82). Allen continued by saying he had "directed a thorough examination of all 

of our facilities and practices, from the ground up" (as cited by Benoit & Brinson, 1994, 

p. 82). The company also promised to spend billions of dollars over the next few years to 

make AT&T's service more reliable. 

Bolstering, the final strategy, was utilized throughout the letter as a way to 

improve AT&T's image and remove negative feelings surrounding the situation. Benoit 

and Brinson (1994) believe that by taking responsibility for the incident and taking steps 

bl t · ove the neoative ima 0 e it developed to prevent future occurrences AT&T was a e o 1mpr o 0 

as a result of the incident. Although AT&T initially evaded responsibility for the 

. . . . , itive actions following this served to 111c1dent, Benoit and Bnnson said the company s pos 

undo most of the harm done to its image in the beginning. 

. e restoration discourse to analyze 
Fishman (1999) used Benoit's theory of imag 

. . Everolades. All five of Benoit's 
the 1996 crash of ValuJet flight 592 mto the Flonda 0 

, onse to the crash. strategies were used in ValuJet s resp 
Fishman said image restoration 
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discou rse views an organization's reputat' 
0 

· . 
I n as its most important asset. When faced 

with a cri sis , an organization seeks actions th t -11 . 
a wi provide the greatest benefits to its 

image or reputation with the least costs. 

Benoit and Czerwinski (1997, September) 1 d U . , . 
ana yze SA1r s response to its 1994 

crash that killed I 32 people. Benoit's theory also has been used to evaluate Sears' 

attempt to restore its tarnished image after accusations of h · 
overc argmg customers 

(Benoit, 1995b, Spring-Summer). The authors argued that USAir and Sears both 

responded ineffectively to their crisis situations, causing more harm to their company's 

image. 

Johnson & Johnson's handling of its 1982 and 1986 Tylenol capsule poisonings 

are considered textbook cases of how to act when a crisis arises. From the beginning, 

Johnson & Johnson fully dedicated itself to the investigation. Because of Johnson & 

Johnson's effective crisis management, the company was able to save the Tylenol brand. 

A year after the 1982 poisonings, Tylenol had regained more than 80 percent of the 

market share it possessed prior to the crisis (Tylenol's 'Miracle' Comeback, 1983). 

Johnson & Johnson was praised by President Reagan for its handling of the crisis. 

He said, "In recent days [you] have lived up to the very highest ideals of corporate 

. . . ,, (P II l 986 p 52). Johnson & Johnson respons1b11Ity and grace under pressure owe , , · 

c . nse to these crises, and as a result, 
received much acclaim and favorable press 1or its respo 

1 f h w to respond in a crisis situation. 
the company frequently is used as an examp e O 0 

. & Johnson's response to the 
Three of Benoit's strategies were used m Johnson 

. nsation and corrective action. 
poisonings. These include bolstenng, compe ' 
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During the 1970s, Tylenol overcame Crest' 18 s -year control of the over-the-

counter analges ics market and became the highest s 1i· · . 
e mg Item m drug, food, and mass 

merchandising outlets (Mitchell, 1989). In 1982, seven people were killed after taking 

Tylenol capsules laced with cyanide. This resulted in more than 12S,000 stories in the 

print media alone and caused Tylenol's market share to plunge from 37 percent before 

the poisonings to 7 percent after the poisonings (Mitchell, 1989; Koepp, 1986). After the 

deaths , Tylenol received more than $1 billion in negative publicity (Mitchell, 1989). 

Johnson & Johnson employed the strategy of corrective action when James Burke, 

the company president, spent $300 million to recall 31 million capsule packages and to 

promote the new triple sealed packages (Koepp, 1986). Foil was glued across the mouth 

of the bottle, which was then sealed with a plastic wrapper and placed in a carton that tore 

when it was opened (Drugs-Not Yet Tampeq;roof, 1986). Tylenol's comeback is 

unparalleled in history. 

"Developments in the packaging industry have been underway for some time 

· " said Hugh Lockhart, professor now, but the Tylenol scare has given them new urgency, 

atMichioan State's School of Packaging (Richards, 1983, P· Sl) . 
b 

. . & J h n fully dedicated itself to the investigation. 
From the begmnmg, Johnson ° nso 

Minutes. Following the recall, a campaign 
Burke made appearances on Donahue and 60 

was started to relaunch the capsules. 
Ten weeks later capsules were back in stores m 

I Johnson & Johnson gave away 
. t duce the capsu es, new, triple-sealed packages. To rem ro , 

d any Tylenol product (Tylenol s 
d emable towar 80 million $2.50 coupons that were re e 

'Miracle' Comeback, 1983). 
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A year after the poisonings, Tylenol had re . 
gamed more than 80 percent of the 

market share it possessed prior to the crisis. "I 
t's a miracle, pure and simple. The 

consensus among shrewd advertising executive M ct· 
s on a Ison A venue was that the brand 

name would never recover," said Joseph Riccard f h B 0 0 t e ear, Steams Investment 

Banbng Firm (Tylenol's 'Miracle' Comeback, 1983, p. 67). 

Johnson & Johnson and its public relations firm B M 1 , urson- arste ler, were honored 

by the Public Relations Society of America's Honor and Awad c · · M h r s omm1ttee m arc 

1983 when they were given the Silver Anvil Award for their management of the crisis 

(Wilson, 1995). 

One Wall Street observer said, "Johnson & Johnson management were quick to 

cast themselves in the role of self-sacrificing servants of the people. They generated 

enormous public sympathy and managed to convince most Tylenol consumers that [the 

consumers] owed the company cooperation in saving the product" (Tylenol's 'Miracle' 

Comeback, 1983, p. 67). 

Diane Elsroth died in February 1986 after taking two Extra-Strength Tylenol 

capsules laced with cyanide. Elsroth's death touched off a new scare reminiscent of the 

1982 crisis. The cyanide-laced capsules were traced to a supermarket in Bronxville, New 

. d 1 were found at a Woolworth store 
York. Five days later, five more contanunate capsu es 

. Johnson & Johnson's stock dropped six points during the week 
Just two blocks away. 

after Elsroth' s death (Davidson, 1986). 

hnson asked retailers to remove the 
After the 1986 tamperings , Johnson & Jo 

200,000 bottles that were in the same lot as 
. 1 s an example of corrective 

the tamted capsu e ' 



ac ti on (A nother Tylenol Tragedy, 1986). Tylenol's co . . . 
mpetitors immediately boosted 

their adverti sing after the second tamperino c · · T . . 
0 nSrs. hrs was m contrast to the hush that 

fo llowed the first tampering crisis. A week after Elsroth' d h 
s eat , a survey reported that 

52 percent of Johnson & Johnson's capsule users t d h . 
wan e t e company to contmue to 

produce them. However, on February 16, Johnson & Johnson decided it had no choice 

but to stop manufacturing capsules. Eight days after Diane Elsroth died from taking 

poisoned Tylenol capsules, Johnson & Johnson stopped produc· l h 
mg capsu es, anot er 

example of corrective action (Powell, 1986). 

Three days later, Johnson & Johnson placed full-page advertisements in 400 

newspapers giving consumers the chance to swap Tylenol capsules for caplets, capsule

shaped tablets that are just as easy to swallow as capsules, at Johnson & Johnson's 

expense. The company also sent 100,000 mailgrams to doctors, pharmacists, and 

hospitals publicizing the caplets as an effective alternative to capsules. In addition, 

public service announcements aired on television asking consumers to try caplets 

(Edwards, 1986). 
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The tamperings had the potential to completely destroy Tylenol. InduStry experts 

believed the Tylenol brand was dead (Mitchell, 1989). However, the company staged 

what has been called a "miracle" comeback by many people (Koepp, 1986, P· 59). 

. . . ent the company was able to 
Because of Johnson & Johnson's effective cns1s managem ' 

. rt ta brand is to a company. 
save the Tylenol brand. This case illustrates how impo an 

ected brand is an invaluable 
Shimp (2000, p. 6) wrote, "A well-known and resp 

rf In addition, . of consistent pe ormance. 
asset." For consumers, brands provide a promise 
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consumers come to expect a certain amount of q I' . 
ua lly, convemence, and status from a 

pa rti cular brand. In Advertising Promotion· Suppl l A 
· ementa spects of Integrated 

Marketing Communications, Shimp (2000 p 648) def db d . . 
, · me ran eqmty as "the goodw11l 

(equity) that an established brand has built up over the pe · d f · · 
no o its existence." A brand' s 

equity is based on how familiar consumers are with the brand and how strong and 

favorable their images of the brand are (Keller, 1993, as cited by Shimp, 2000). 

Robert Wehling (1998, as cited by Shimp, 2000, p. 6), senior vice president for 

adverti sing and marketing research at Procter & Gamble, explained the role that brands 

play for consumers. 

When you [the consumer] have a brand like Tide [detergent], you don't have to 

think a lot about it. You know that it's going to give you the best performance, 

the best value and get the job done without question. Great brands bring an 

element of simplicity to what is a very complex world. I believe as strongly as I 

possibly could that we're [i.e., P&G] going to be selling Tide and Crest and 

Pampers and Folgers and Downy 50 years from now, and they ' re going to be 

biooer and better than they are today. bb 

h t ether form brand equity: brand There are two types of brand knowledge t at og 

d . deals with the thoughts a consumer has when awareness and brand image. Bran image 

ht n be measured based on their type, 
thinking about a particular brand. These thoug s ca 

favorability, strength, and uniqueness (Shimp, 2000). 

. 2000 p 11) explained the 
· d by Shimp ' · Light and Morgan (1994, as cite ' 

significance of brand loyalty. 
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While marketers have long viewed brands 
as assets, the real asset is brand loyalty. 

A brand is not an asset. Brand loyalt . h 
y is t e asset. Without the loyalty of its 

customers, a brand is merely a tradema k 
r , an ownable, identifiable symbol with 

little value. With the loyalty of its cu t 
s omers, a brand is more than a trademark. 

A trademark identifies a product a service a · 
' ' corporation. A brand identifies a 

promise. A strong brand is a trustworthy, relevant, distinctive promise. It is more 

than a trademark. It is a trustmark of enormous value c t· d · · . rea mg an mcreasmg 

brand loyalty results in a corresponding increase of the value of the trustmark. 

The company ' s success has been attributed to its social responsibility philosophy. 

Lawrence G. Foster (1983, as cited by Wilson, 1995, p. 293), vice president of public 

relations for Johnson & Johnson during the crisis, said, "During the crisis phases of the 

Tylenol tragedy, virtually every public relations decision was based on sound, socially 

responsible business principles, which is when public relations is most effective." 

Bolstering can be seen in Johnson & Johnson's quick response to the tamperings, 

which showed customers that their safety was the company's main concern (Bordwin, 

1999). Although Johnson & Johnson was not responsible for the tamperings, the 

kn This resulted in support from company responded before the entire situation was own. 

its customers (Seglin, 2000). 

d . If to the investigation. "Anything we 
Johnson & Johnson completely devote itse 

called and asked it I thought a 
wanted from them we got. The president of the company 

. . . f $20 000 he was asking if 
reward might help. Before I could raise the possibihty O 

' ' 

. hner Illinois attorney general and head of 
$100,000 would be enough," said Tyrone Fa ' 
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the investi gation (Tylenol 's 'Miracle' Comeback, 1983, p. 67) . The reward is an example 

of compensation because Johnson & Johnson was attempting to show the victims' 

fa mil ies that it wanted to solve the crimes and catch the killer. 



CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH STUDY 

Organizations respond to crisis situat' . . 
ions m different ways. When an 

organi zation is faced with a crisis situation it · · 
' is important for the organization to 

remember there is no magic formula or set of rules th t -11 . 
a WI work every time. Each crisis 

is unique and must be handled on an individual basis Th · • . 
· e negative impact of cnses can 

be lessened when organizations respond promptly and ope I Th - . n y. e recent mc1dent 

involving Firestone and Ford illustrates the importance of bei·n d f · · g prepare or cns1s 

situations when they arise. 

On August 9, 2000, Bridgestone/Firestone announced a recall of 6.5 million of its 

15-inch Radial A TX, ATX II, and Wilderness AT tires, most of which are factory

installed on Ford sport utility vehicles (How Will Firestone and Ford Steer Through This 

Blowout? 2000). The recall was initiated after reports of tread separations, primarily on 

Ford Explorers, that caused the vehicles to roll over or crash, killing 203 people and 

injuring more than 700 (Firestonewalling, 2000; Bradsher, 2001d, June 24; Peeling 

Apart, 2001 ). The recalled tires lose their tread at high speeds and cause drivers to lose 

control of their vehicles. Sport utility vehicles are especially dangerous because they roll 

over four times more often than cars (Throwing the Brakes on Tires that Peel Out, 2000). 

This is the hi ohest death toll linked to a vehicle-related recall (Vemadakis, 2000). 
b 

. . . assed only by Firestone's 1978 
The recall is the second-largest tire recall m history, surp 

The 1978 recall is linked to 41 deaths and led 
recall of 14.5 million tires (Lavelle, 2000). 

·ct (Vemadakis, 2000). Of the 6.5 million tires 
to the company's acquisition by Bn gest0ne 
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that were recalled, 5,377,586 had been re I d 
p ace as of November 29 2000 (F' , ire stone, 

2000a). 

The recall had the potential to comp! t I d . 
e e Y estroy Firestone. The company's 

crisis management, mainly silence and denials I ft F . . 
' e irestone with little credibility, and 

many people became hesitant to buy any Firestone t' 1 h . 
ires a t ough most of the tires were 

safe (Eskenazi , Forster, Greenwald, Larimer, & Szczesny, 2000). 
Since the beginning, 

Firestone has used five of Benoit's tactics repeatedly. 

Firestone used simple denial when Bridgestone President Yoichiro Kaizaki denied 

Firestone intentionally kept the tire defects a secret from the government (Ford Diverts 

More Tires, 2000). However, safety activists claim Ford and Firestone knew about the 

problems (Lavelle, 2000). 

In addition to charges in the United States, both companies faced possible 

criminal charges overseas. There were at least 46 deaths in Venezuela, and the 

Venezuelan government accused both companies of hiding deadly flaws in "the assassin 

tires" to advance their "commercial interests" (Spinning Out of Control, 2000, p. 58). 

Ford and Firestone also denied these accusations but admitted they began discussing the 

problem in 1998 (Spinning Out of Control, 2000). Furthermore, Ford replaced 46,912 

Firestone tires in four countries overseas from August 1999-2000 (QueS!ions 

Unanswered, 2000). 

. . h knew about the problems for 
However there was mounting evidence t ey 

' 
. . F d and Firestone as early as 1991 

several years. Lawsuits were filed against bolh or 

h' h prevent victims from discussing the 
(Spinning Out of Control , 2000). Gag orders, w IC 
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lawsuit or settlement, were issued in early cases (T k 
Lrema er, Ford Plead Ignorance, 

2000). 

"That is enormously troubling. I assume that some knew what the risks were, but 

the gag orders prevented most people from knowing what the ·sk d h h 
n s were, an ot ers t en 

purchased products and lost their lives because of them. That' s just unforgivable," said 

Senator Byron Dorgan (Tiremaker, Ford Plead Ignorance, 2000, p. J008256u4998). 

Besides the overseas accidents, plaintiffs' lawyers claimed that since I 998 their 

clients had told them of accidents in the United States in which the tread of Firestone tires 

on Ford vehicles wore away (Lavelle, 2000). Despite these numerous complaints, 

Firestone continued to maintain that nothing was wrong with the tires made at its plant in 

Decatur, Illinois (Holstein, 2000). Like the early cases, many of these cases also were 

settled under a gag order (Lavelle, 2000). 

A July 28, 2000, e-mail from Venezuela was the first indication Strategic Safety 

investi oator Sean Kane had that Bridgestone/Firestone suspected a problem. Firestone b 

. • 1 · F d Explorers Althouoh similar tires were blamed for accidents overseas mvo vmg or · 0 

. F d d Firestone both remained silent until the accidents occurred in the Umted States, or an 

It Was only then that Firestone announced its recall federal government stepped in. 

(Lavelle, 2000). 

. d changing the way it regulates 
As a result, the federal government considere 

. . wa Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) 
vehicle safety. Although the National High Y 

k . t mandatory for automakers to . 1 it would ma e I has not outlined details of its proposa , . . 
. d any recall information given 

nal injury lawsuits, an report warranty claims, defects, perso 
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to dealers. Presently, automakers are not · 
requ1red to automatically file warranty 

information to the NHTSA, but the NHTSA ma . 
Y request warranty information after an 

investigation begins (Connelly, 2000). 

A March 12, 1999, internal Ford memo reve 1 d p· 
a e Irestone had "major 

reservations" about recalling tires in Saudi Arabia b F . 
ecause ord and F1restone would 

have to inform the NHTSA (Eskenazi, et al. 2000 p 38) Wh"l p· . , , • . 1 e 1restone contmued to 

claim its tires were not defective, Ford quietly began to replace tires in the Middle East 

without telling anyone (Eskenazi, et al., 2000). Saudi Arabia has now prohibited the 

import of Firestone tires (Saudi Arabia Bans All Firestone Tires, 2000). 

Firestone shifted the blame when it failed to say exactly what it knew and decided 

to point fingers at Ford for suggesting a lower tire pressure and at drivers for failing to 

maintain the tires properly (Eskenazi et al., 2000). Ford requires a tire pressure of 26 psi , 

but Firestone recommends 35 psi (Tiremaker, Ford Plead Ignorance, 2000). Ford lowers 

the tire pressure in Explorers because it creates a softer ride (Analysis, 2000). Eighty 

percent of the accidents occurred in Arizona, California, Florida, and Texas, which had 

Firestone suooest there was a link between tire performance and heat (How Will 
bb 

Firestone and Ford Steer Through This Blowout? 2000). 

11 · ntended to bolster customer 
Initially, Firestone claimed the reca was 1 

. d "W believe that these tires, when 
confidence, not because the tires were flawe · e 

i ton the road," said Executive Vice 
properly inflated and maintained, are among the sa es 

President Gary Crigger (Lavelle, 2000, P· 48)-
He said that a Firestone investigation 

. •ed because o concluded that most of the accidents occun 
f Underintlation of tires or poor 
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mai ntenance by vehicle owners (Lavelle, 2000). 
A survey by CNW Marketing and 

Research reported that only four percent of d · 
nvers would replace their existing tires with 

Firestone tires, and 58 percent of SUV buyers be!" d F 
ieve ord should stop using Firestone 

tires on its vehicles (Eskenazi, et al., 2000). 

Firestone employed the strategy of corrective act· · N 
ion m ovember 2000 when it 

expanded its warranty coverage and money-back guarantee to include 97 of its 107 car 

and light truck tire lines. The warranty and money-back guarantee previously included 

53 models . With the expanded recall, only 10 spare and snow tire lines were not included 

(Firestone Extends Tire Warranties, 2000). By increasing the number of tires covered by 

its warranty and money-back guarantee, Firestone attempted to fix the problem. 

In September 2000, Masatoshi Ono, CEO of Bridgestone/Firestone, expressed 

"deep regret and sympathy to the American people and especially to the families who 

have lost loved ones in these terrible rollover accidents. I come to accept full and 

personal responsibility on behalf of Bridgestone/Firestone for the events that led to this 

hearing," said Ono (Tiremaker, Ford Plead Ignorance, 2000, P· 1008256u4998). 

On October 10, 2000, John Lampe was named the new CEO of 

Bridgestone/Firestone. In his first public address he said, "I want my first act as the new 

ffered personal losses or who have had 
CEO to be a sincere apology to those who have su 

cause and responsibility for there is 
problems with Firestone tires. We can debate over 

a the fact that there have been tragic 
much that is not known. But that does not chan°e 

2000b October 10, 
accidents, and for this I am deeply sorry" (FireStane, ' 
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htt ://mirror.b1id 0 estone-firestone corn/ 1 · news co 
orate/news/00101 0a.htm). Both of 

these statements were examples of mortification. 

Brand strategists say people will decid h 
et emselves whether they think a company 

has taken responsibility for a problem. "You have to 'W 
say, e screwed up,' and then fix 

the problem," said David Asker, vice chairman of p h 
rop et Brand Strategy. "If you argue 

and say, 'It wasn't our fault' or 'There wasn't enou h · , . 
g a!f pressure, you might be dead 

right but from a branding point of view, it's a disaster" (Holstein, 2000, p. 64). 

CNW Marketing Research surveyed 2,800 prospective automobile buyers on 

August 24, 2000. Of these, 81 percent thought Firestone was to blame for the tire 

problem, 8.5 percent blamed Ford, and I 0.5 percent believed both companies were at 

fault (Holstein, 2000). 

After a four-month internal investigation concluded in December 2000, 

Firestone's engineers found multiple causes for its faulty tires including manufacturing 

mistakes, increased vehicle weight and customer abuse. Simple manufacturing decisions 

such as whether to use rubber pellets or rubber sheets and whether grooves in a tire's 

tread are slanted or straight were partly to blame (Bradsher, 2000, December 19). 

However the enoineers also blamed Ford for increasing the Explorer's weight 
' b 

during the 1990s saying this hindered the tires' load-bearing capacity. In addition, 

. . . . fl t d operly and for incorrectly 
dnvers were blamed for not keeping thelf t!fes m a e pr 

. . . . . 
0 

h announcement in December 2000 
repamng flats. Despite continued fmger pomtmo, t e 

. d responsibility for the faulty 
marked the first time that Firestone publicly admitte any 

tires (Bradsher, 2000, December 19). 
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In comparison, an analysis relea d b . 
se Y Ford m A ril 2 . p 00l blamed Firestone tires' 

design and drivers' maintenance of the t' f 
ires or the rollovers. Ford concluded the 

Explorer's design did not make the vehicle mo • . 
re mchned to rollovers than other midsize 

sport utility vehicles. However, Firestone official b . . 
s eheve Ford is exaggerating problems 

with the tires (Bradsher, 2001b, April 20). 

In an attempt to regain customer confidenc B ·ct . e, n gestone/F1restone began the 

largest advertising campaign in its history in April 2001 Th • . · e campaign mcluded 

television and print ads emphasizing safety and featured L · · ampe prom1smg customers that 

the company is dedicated to manufacturing safe tires. The print ad ended with a 

statement from Lampe, "We'll make it right. It's that simple" (Bradsher, 2001a, April 5, 

p. Cl). 

In addition to the new advertising campaign, Firestone created three top-level 

committees to reexamine its quality controls, production operations and tire design. It 

also increased its tracing of tires installed on vehicles sent overseas and analyzed the 

materials and techniques used in the manufacturing process. Research conducted by 

Firestone revealed that women had less trust in the company since the recall than men. In 

an attempt to regain women's trust, the company began advertising during morning and 

. • h h as 60 Minutes instead of just 
evenmg news programs and news magazme s ows sue 

. h · t (Bradsher 2001a, April 5). 
dunng auto racing events targeted at car ent usias s ' 

. . also created advertisements 
In addition to the emphasis on safety, FlfeSt0ne 

. . . ndretti who stressed how vital it is for 
featunng race car drivers Mano and Michael A 

I . nflated and check them for damage 
consumers to rotate their tires, keep them proper Y 

1 
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(Bradsher, 2001 a, April 5). To encourage consu 
mers to do this, Firestone gave away 2.5 

million free tire gauges at its dealerships and c 
ompany-owned stores and sent free gauges 

to the first 50,000 people who signed-up for tire i f • 
n orrnation on the company's recently-

created Web site, tiresafety.com (Bradsher, 2001a, April 5). 

In contrast to Firestone's campaign focused on safet F d' 
1 

· · y, or s te ev1s1on 

advertisements did not mention safety and its print ads only refe d t " · d. 
1 , rre o sa1ety m 1rect y 

in fine print. Instead, the television advertisements spotlighted the Explorer's new design 

as a sports utility vehicle for consumers who wanted a vehicle to enrich their lives while 

enjoying activities such as hiking and fishing . While C.B. Bhattacharya, an associate 

professor of marketing at Boston University, believes Ford's decision to not highlight 

safety in its campaign is reasonable, he says Firestone did not have a choice (Bradsher, 

2001a, April 5). "It's not just a good idea, it's the only option they have-Firestone has 

its back to the wall. Ford wants the public to believe the problem is Firestone's problem, 

while Firestone really doesn't have that luxury," Bhattacharya said (Bradsher, 2001a, 

April 5, p. Cl). 

. 22 2001 hen Ford announced that it would The finger pointing continued May , , w 

. . . AT · ade at Firestone 's Wilson, N.C., replace an additional 13 m1lhon Wilderness tires m 

he tires deteriorated substantially 
plant, as well as two other Firestone plants because t 

. . . • · nally recalled by Firestone 
with age. This is in addition to the 6.5 million ttres ongi 

. . d . d Ford's accusations and contended that 
during the fall of 2000. Agam Flfestone eme 

"bl for the accidents. Explorer's design is partially responsi e 
To support its allegations, 

. AT tire manufactured in the 
·ct fa Wilderness Ford released photographs and a VI eo 0 
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Wil son plant that showed it coming apart wh 
en tested by Ford (Bradsher, 200 le, June 

I 5). 

However, members of the House Ene d 
rgy an Commerce Committee were not 

convinced by Ford's information about the Ex I 
8

. . 
P orer. illy Tauzm, chair of the 

committee, was skeptical about the broad scope of F d' • 
or s tire recall because he said Ford 

failed to provide the committee with data supporting th , . . 
e company s dec1s1on to recall the 

tires. Tauzin also said the committee had proof that som f th 
1 

• 
e o e rep acement tires used 

by Ford performed worse than the original Firestone tires (Mac N ·1 L I N h - e1 - e 1rer ews our, 

2001). Ken Johnson, a spokesperson for Tauzin said, "While Ford's busy spinning its 

story in the press, our investigators are left spinning their wheels. Ford has still not 

answered a truckload of questions" (Bradsher, 2001c, June 15, p. C4). 

In July 2001, a week before the Congressional hearings examining the 

Ford/Firestone controversy were scheduled to begin, Firestone officials sent Dennis 

Guenther, a professor at Ohio State University, to meet with Congressional aides and 

persuade them that the Explorer--not Firestone tires--was responsible for the deadly 

crashes. Guenther's research revealed a design defect in the Explorer that causes the 

vehicle to roll over when its tires lose their tread (Dixon, 2001). 

Finger pointing continued at the Congressional hearings. In opening statements, 

•uee's oversiaht and investigations 
members of the House Energy and Commerce Commi 0 

. . . . d d b Ford and Firestone. James 
subcommittees questioned the mformat10n provi e Y 

. . while he was not accusing either 
Greenwood, chair of the subcomrmttee, said that 

. d each company's analysis 
. . f tion he quesuone company of providing misleadmg m orma ' 
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that pl aced the blame on the other. Ford 's Nasser sa·d th b 
1 at ased on its data the company 

did not have any choice but to replace the tires "w· h . . 
. it out this action our customers' 

sa fet y would have been at risk" (CNNMoney, 200l, 

http://rnoney.cnn .com/2001 /06/19/recalls/ford firestone/). Nasser continued to defend 

the Explorer's safety. "It bears repeating, this is a tire issue and only a tire issue. The 

government confirmed last year this is a tire problem" (CNNMoney, 200l, 

http://moncy.cnn .com/2001/06/19/recalls/ford firestone/). 

However, Firestone's Lampe provided test data directly contradicting Ford's data 

and pointed fingers at the safety of the Explorer. "No one cares more about the safety of 

the people who travel on our tires than we do. We're doing our part. We're taking 

responsibility for our products. We're doing what's right by asking the tough questions 

about the Ford Explorer" (CNNMoney, 2001, 

http://monev.cnn .com/200 1/06/19/recalls/ford firestone/) . Lampe said Ford Explorers 

without Firestone tires are still rolling over in Venezuela, and he accused Ford of 

replacing Firestone tires with other tires simply as a diversionary tactic. 

In October 2001, Firestone recalled an additional 3.5 million Wilderness AT tires 

th mpany This recall concluded after the government placed increased pressure on e co · 

. . ( s' tread separation. The 
the NHTSA's year-and-a-half long inquiry mto FireSt0ne !fe 

. factored before May 1998 because the 
recall and the investigation apply to tires manu 

d ntil the tires had been used for 
NHTSA concluded the tread separation "rarely" occurre u 

. f 1998 Firestone altered the material 
at least three years (Gilpin, 2001). In the spnng O 

' 

Since then there have been only a 
composition of its tires and added a thicker wedge. 
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fe w tread separati ons, but NHTSA officials •ct . 
sa1 this could b b 

e ecause the tires are still 
fairl y new (ABC News, 2001 ). The NHTSA -11 . 

WI continue to b 0 serve the performance of 
tires manufactured since May 1998 (Gilpin, 200l). 

According to the New York Times, a grou f .. 
p o personal-mJury attorneys and one of 

the United States' top traffic-safety consultants dis d 
covere problems with Firestone A TX 

tires installed on Ford Explorers in 1996. However, the group did not report their 

findings to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administratio t·12ooo b n un I ecause they 

feared the information could jeopardize private lawsuits against Firestone. Of the 203 

tire-related deaths reported to the NHTSA, 190 occurred after 1996 (Bradsher, 2001d, 

June 24). 

Sean Kane, an investigator at Strategic Safety, a top traffic-safety consulting firm, 

discovered more than 30 cases of tire failure, but Kane and the attorneys decided not to 

complete the safety complain forms (Bradsher, 2001d, June 24). "Everyone was very 

leery of the aoency oettino involved with this because a number of plaintiff lawyers have 
C, C, C, 

been burned when an investigation has been opened and closed without finding a defect," 

Kane said (Bradsher, 2001d, June 24, p. 1). 

Dr. Ricardo Martinez, a NHTSA administrator from 1994 to 1999 and a trauma 

. . . not reported sooner (Bradsher, 
physician, was shocked to learn that this mformation was 

h If I saw something was 
2001d, June 24). "It's outrageous-I can't say that enoug · 

. . . e that would reduce the demand for 
killing my patients and I didn't say anythmg becaus 

b f·t of my patients and the public, 
. . b fit over the ene I my services, I would be puttmg my ene 1 

2001d June 24, P· l). 
and that would clearly be unethical" (Bradsher, ' 
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The NHTSA 's report, which is a maJ·o . 
r victory for Ford stated "CI . d , , aims an 

complaint data indicate that a tread separation on a E . 
n xplorer is no more likely to cause a 

crash than on other SUVs" (Gilpin, 2001, p. C3). L 
ampe responded by saying, "We do 

not agree with NHTSA's findings. We recognize that a lengthy confrontation with 

NHTSA would continue to bring into question the qualit f d 
Y O our pro ucts and delay our 

ongoing work of rebuilding the company" (Gilpin, 2001, p. C3). 

More than 500 lawsuits have been filed against Ford and Firestone because of 

tire-related crashes (Vertuno, 2001 ). In January 2001, Ford and Firestone settled the first 

case scheduled to go to trial out-of-court for an undisclosed amount a day before jury 

selection was scheduled to begin. Donna Bailey was paralyzed from the neck down in 

March 2000 when her friend's Ford Explorer rolled over after treads on the vehicle's 

Firestone tires separated. Bailey and her two children sued Ford and Firestone for $100 

million but settled for an undisclosed amount (Stack, 2001). 

The first trial in the Ford/Firestone controversy ended in August 200 l with 

· · · · M · R d · who was left paralyzed and Firestone agreemg to pay $7 .5 mil hon to ansa o nguez 

h · ht f re tore apart causin ° the brain damaoed when the steel belt and tread on t e ng rear 1 0 

b 

. . , 1 ers aroued that Firestone officials Explorer to roll over. During the tnal, Rodnguez s awy 0 

b f ed to fix the problem. Although 
knew the tread was more likely to separate ut re us 

. did not take responsibility for the 
Firestone aoreed to the settlement, the company 

b 

. 6 million before the trial began. 
accident. Ford settled with the Rodnguezes for$ 

In all, 

. 1 300 still pending. (Vertuno, 
. ·th approximate Y Firestone has settled more than 200 cases WI 

2001 ). 
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In November 200 l , Firestone agreed to a . . 
p y $41.5 mlllton in a settlement with the 

states in the tire death lawsuits. In the settlement h 
't e 50 states, Washington, D.C., Puerto 

Rico and the Virgin Islands each received $500 000 F 
' · Irestone also agreed to spend $5 

million on consumer education and $10 million to h , 
repay t e states attorneys' fees 

(Pickler, 2001 ). 

Holstein (2000) thinks Firestone will suffer more I 
ong-term consequences than 

Ford, and Bridgestone may be forced to get rid of the Firestone brand completely. "The 

Firestone name is the one that gets the grief-Bridgestone does not. If Bridgestone were 

to let the Firestone name disappear ... that might be the salvation," said Art Spinella, vice 

president of CNW Marketing Research (Holstein, 2000, p. 65). 

Analysts believe the recall could cost Firestone $500 million dollars. "It 's a 

major fin ancial and public relations problem," said Nicholas Lobaccaro, a Lehman 

Brothers automotive analyst (How Will Firestone and Ford Steer Through This Blowout? 

2000, p. 54). 

·11 · "We ' re Despite this, Firestone executives believe the company w1 survive. 

. . . d f dence " Brid oestone/Firestone going to have to struggle a bit to rebml consumer con 1 , o 

. · S t ber 2000 before being named executive vice president John Lampe told Time m ep em 

ct" (E kenazi et al 2000, p. 38). 
CEO. "[But] we definitely feel the brand can be save s ' ·, 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

Planning for a crisis before it occurs ma 1 . 
y ower response time and even prevent 

mistakes in an organization 's initial response Pote f I · 
· n ia cnses should be identified, and 

preparations for these should be made. When a crisis ha 8 · . . ppens, eno1t (1997) says 1t 1s 

essential to understand the crisis itself and the audience Wh t th 11 · . a are e a egations or 

suspicions? These must be understood for an organization to respond properly. It also is 

important to identify the key publics and adapt messages to these key publics. 

Organizations respond to crisis situations in different ways. When an 

organization is faced with a crisis situation, it is important for the organization to 

remember that there is no magic formula or set of rules that will work every time. Each 

crisis is unique and must be handled on an individual basis. 

Firestone and Ford have been criticized for the way they handled the crisis. In a 

crisis, it is important to do more than you are required, but Firestone and Ford have 

consistently waited for the government to respond before acting (Eskenazi, et al. , 2000). 

. d h · ations respond quickly and The negative impact of cnses can be lessene w en orgamz 

Fl·restone's and Ford's failure to respond promptly and effectively (Vernadakis, 2000). 

. h This crisis should teach other 
openly only served to cause the compames more arm. 

respond durino a crisis. 
organizations important lessons about how not to 0 

. . inol im ortant to organizations in today's 
Effective crisis management is mcreas O Y p 

. can be lessened when 
competitive marketplace. The negative impact of cnses 
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organ izations respond promptly and openly. Shim 
2 p ( OO0, p. 61 1) summarized the 

importance of cri sis management when hew t 
TO e, 

Negative publicity can hit a company at . 
any time. The 1 b esson to e learned is that 

quick and positive responses to negative bl" . . 
pu ictty are imperative. Negative 

publicity is something to be dealt with head d · 
-on, not emed. When done 

effectively , reactive MPR can virtually save ab d 
ran or a company. A corporate 

response immediately following negative publicity can 1 h · · essen t e mevitable loss 

in sales. 

While much research surrounding crisis communication addresses what to do 

before and after a crisis, Benoit' s theory focuses on message options and what an 

organi zation can say when it is faced with a crisis situation. In future studies, Benoit's 

theory of image restoration discourse could be applied to numerous crisis situations 

including military crises and government crises. The U.S. Navy recently experienced 

crises and traoic occurrences that forced it to examine its emergency and crisis 
b 

management procedures. In a two-month timespan in 2001, three incidents occurred 

involving the U.S. Navy. All three of these incidents forced Navy officials to answer the 

question, "Why?" 

. k d ank a Japanese fishina 
On February 9, 2001, the USS Greeneville struc an s 

0 

. . . I (A CaJ?tain 's Story, 2001). During 
boat off the coast of Pearl Harbor, killing mne peop e 

. . . t mistakenly dropped three 500-pound 
a tra1mng mission on March 12, 2001, a Navy pilo 

. . 1 and seriously wounding three 
bombs on an observation post in Kuwait, killmg six peop e 

. 1 e collided with a 
h . 2001 US Navy surveillance pan 

ot ers (Dao, 2001 ). On Apnl 1, , a · · 
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Cl1inese fi ghter jet in the South China Sea. The pilot f th Ch. 
o e mese fighter jet is missing, 

and the 24 crew members of the Navy surveillance plane were held in China (Song, 

2001). 

The recent Enron scandal, which is considered the largest corporate collapse in 

history , al so could be examined using Benoit's theory of image restoration discourse. 

Almost immediately, finger pointing began surrounding whether Enron published 

misleading information and withheld the truth about its financial status. 

In addition, the government's response and actions following the September 11, 

200 I, attacks could be studied as well. The possibilities for future study using Benoit's 

theory are endless . 
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